
“Consultation”.

In Section 1 of this course you will cover these topics:
Introduction And Overview Of The Book

Counseling And Consultation

The Context Of Consultation
Topic : Introduction And Overview Of The Book

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Gain a complete overview on the contents of this book

Definition/Overview:

Group Process Consultation: consists of activities designed to increase group awareness

and understanding, so that the group or organization can take steps to improve the way that

its members work together.

Health psychology: is concerned with understanding how biology, behavior, and social

context influence health and illness. Health psychologists work alongside other medical

professionals in clinical settings, work on behavior change in public health promotion, teach

at universities, and conduct research.

Scientific Method: refers to techniques for investigating phenomena, acquiring new

knowledge, or correcting and integrating previous knowledge. To be termed scientific, a

method of inquiry must be based on gathering observable, empirical and measurable evidence

subject to specific principles of reasoning.

Key Points:

1. Introduction

This Topic is an introduction to consultation and an overview of the book topic by topic. As

is the case in consultation, it is important for students to have an understanding of what they

will experience during the reading process. The author also found it important to provide
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some explanation of the flow of the book. The first part of this topic describes consultation

and serves to orient the reader to what lies ahead. The author spend some time defining

consultation and describe Scheins three approaches to consulting: the dr./pt. model, purchase

model, and process consultation model. The section concludes with a brief discussion on the

effectiveness of consultation.

The voice used in the book is described next. There is a brief overview of traditional

scientific methodology and postmodernism. This section also contains the first introduction to

the notion of diversity. The essential aim of this section is to provide a context in which

readers will understand the voice that the author amusing in the book. The voice is dialogic,

which means that truth and knowledge is being created at the time the reader reads the pages

the author has written. The focus of a dialogic and, therefore the voice of the book, is oriented

towards the importance of relationships. This is important is because an emphasis in the text

is on describing the nature of the various relationships in consultation.

Edgar H. Schein (born 1928), a professor at the MIT Sloan School of Management has had a

notable mark on the field of organizational development in many areas, including career

development, group process consultation, and organizational culture. He is generally credited

with inventing the term corporate culture. Schein (2004) identifies three distinct levels in

organizational cultures; artifacts and behaviors, espoused values, and assumptions. Schein

has written on the issues surrounding coercive persuasion, comparing and contrasting

brainwashing as a use for "goals that we deplore and goals that we accept."

Schein identifies three distinct levels in organizational cultures; artifacts and behaviors,

espoused values and assumptions. Schein has written on the issues surrounding coercive

persuasion, comparing and contrasting brainwashing as a use for "goals that we deplore and

goals that we accept.

2. Schein Work

Edgar Schein, an MIT Sloan School of Management professor, defines organizational culture

as: "A pattern of shared basic assumptions that the group learned as it solved its problems of

external adaptation and internal integration, that has worked well enough to be considered

valid and, therefore, to be taught to new members as the correct way you perceive, think, and

feel in relation to those problems".
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According to Schein, culture is the most difficult organizational attribute to change,

outlasting organizational products, services, founders and leadership and all other physical

attributes of the organization. His organizational model illuminates culture from the

standpoint of the observer, described by three cognitive levels of organizational culture.

At the first and most cursory level of Schein's model is organizational attributes that can be

seen, felt and heard by the uninitiated observer. Included are the facilities, offices,

furnishings, visible awards and recognition, the way that its members dress, and how each

person visibly interacts with each other and with organizational outsiders.

The next level deals with the professed culture of an organization's members. At this level,

company slogans, mission statements and other operational creeds are often expressed, and

local and personal values are widely expressed within the organization. Organizational

behavior at this level usually can be studied by interviewing the organization's membership

and using questionnaires to gather attitudes about organizational membership.

At the third and deepest level, the organization's tacit assumptions are found. These are the

elements of culture that are unseen and not cognitively identified in everyday interactions

between organizational members. Additionally, these are the elements of culture which are

often taboo to discuss inside the organization. Many of these 'unspoken rules' exist without

the conscious knowledge of the membership.

Those with sufficient experience to understand this deepest level of organizational culture

usually become acclimatized to its attributes over time, thus reinforcing the invisibility of

their existence. Surveys and casual interviews with organizational members cannot draw out

these attributes--rather much more in-depth means is required to first identify then understand

organizational culture at this level. Notably, culture at this level is the underlying and driving

element often missed by organizational behaviorists.

Using Schein's model, understanding paradoxical organizational behaviors becomes more

apparent. For instance, an organization can profess highly aesthetic and moral standards at

the second level of Schein's model while simultaneously displaying curiously opposing

behavior at the third and deepest level of culture. Superficially, organizational rewards can

imply one organizational norm but at the deepest level imply something completely different.
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This insight offers an understanding of the difficulty that organizational newcomers have in

assimilating organizational culture and why it takes time to become acclimatized. It also

explains why organizational change agents usually fail to achieve their goals: underlying tacit

cultural norms are generally not understood before would-be change agents begin their

actions. Merely understanding culture at the deepest level may be insufficient to institute

cultural change because the dynamics of interpersonal relationships (often under threatening

conditions) are added to the dynamics of organizational culture while attempts are made to

institute desired change.

Topic : Counseling And Consultation

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Learn concepts of Counseling Psychology

Definition/Overview:

Consultation: is a different way of thinking, and counseling students who take only one

course in it can easily get the terms, yet fall short of integrating it as a way of thinking.

Psychotherapy: is an intentional interpersonal relationship used by trained psychotherapists

to aid a client in problems of living. It aims to increase the individual's sense of well-being

and reduce their subjective sense of discomfort.

Key Points:

1. Counseling Psychology

Counseling psychology as a psychological specialty is about usually one-on-one engagement

between a trained counselor, and a client (McLeod, 2003). In terms of its formal instantiation,

its remit may involve facilitating personal and interpersonal functioning across the life span

with a focus on emotional, social, vocational, educational, health-related, developmental, and

organizational concerns.
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Through the integration of theory, research, and practice, and with sensitivity to multicultural

issues, this specialty encompasses a broad range of practices that help people improve their

well-being, alleviate distress and maladjustment, resolve crises, and increase their ability to

live more highly functioning lives.

A key distinction to draw is between counseling psychology, and the modern versions of

psycho-dynamic counseling (McLeod, 2003). Though closely related to clinical psychology,

counseling psychology differs from that field in a several subtle ways.

 First, counseling psychologists typically focus on less severe psychopathology (e.g.,

depression and anxiety), while clinical psychologists deal with more seriously disturbed

individuals (e.g., those with schizophrenia or personality disorders). In the UK, however,

there is less distinction between the types of cases that clinical and counseling psychologists

work with.

 The difference is emphasized more in how they work with an individual. Second, counseling

psychologists are more likely than clinical psychologists to assume a client-centered or

humanistic theoretical approach.

 Finally, counseling psychology is unique in its attention both to normal developmental issues

as well as the problems associated with physical, emotional, and mental disorders. Despite

these differences, counseling and clinical psychology are becoming increasingly

indistinguishable, leading some to suggest that these fields be combined.

Populations served by counseling psychologists include persons of all ages and cultural

backgrounds.

Examples of those populations would include late adolescents or adults with

career/educational concerns and children or adults facing severe personal difficulties.

Counseling psychologists also consult with organizations seeking to enhance their

effectiveness or the well-being of their members.

Counseling psychologists adhere to the standards and ethics established by the American

Psychological Association and the American Counseling Association. Counseling

psychologists or counselors who work in K-12 school settings also need to follow the ethic

standard established by the American School Counselor Association.
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In Australia there are several associations offering standards and ethics for counseling. Each

professional or trade association has its preferred qualification and practitioner standards, and

also suggesting other requirements.

2. Methodology

Counseling psychologists participate in a range of activities including teaching, research,

psychotherapeutic and counseling practice, career development, assessment, supervision, and

consultation.

They employ a variety of methods closely tied to theory and research to help individuals,

groups and organizations function optimally as well as to mediate dysfunction/issues.

Interventions may be either brief or long-term; they are often problem-specific and goal-

directed.

These activities are guided by a philosophy that values individual differences and diversity

and a focus on prevention, development, and adjustment across the life-span which includes

vocational concerns.

Counseling Psychology is a psychological specialty facilitates personal and interpersonal

functioning across the life span with a focus on emotional, social, vocational, educational,

health-related, developmental, and organizational concerns.

Through the integration of theory, research, and practice, and with sensitivity to multicultural

issues, this specialty encompasses a broad range of practices that help people improve their

well-being, alleviate distress and maladjustment, resolve crises, and increase their ability to

live more highly functioning lives.

3. Employment settings

Counseling psychologists are employed in a variety of settings depending on the services

they provide and the client populations they serve. Some are employed in colleges and

universities as teachers, supervisors, researchers, and service providers.
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Others are employed in independent practice providing counseling, psychotherapy,

assessment, and consultation services to individuals, couples/families, groups, and

organizations.

Additional settings in which counseling psychologists practice include community mental

health centers, Veterans Administration Medical Centers and other facilities, family services,

health maintenance organizations, rehabilitation agencies, business and industrial

organizations and consulting within firms.

4. Training

Counseling psychologists are trained in graduate programs. Almost all grant a Ph.D, although

a few grant a Psy.D. Most doctoral programs take 5-6 years to complete.

Graduate work in counseling psychology includes coursework in general psychology and

statistics, counseling practice, and research.

Students must complete an original dissertation at the end of their graduate training. Students

must also complete a one year full-time internship at an accredited site before earning their

doctorate. In order to be licensed to practice, counseling psychologists must meet various

requirements, a declining number of which require postdoctoral supervision.

Topic : The Context Of Consultation

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Context of Consultation in Culture

 In organization

Definition/Overview:

Organizational culture: is an idea in the field of Organizational studies and management

which describes the psychology, attitudes, experiences, beliefs and Values (personal and

cultural values) of an organization. It has been defined as "the specific collection of values
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and norms that are shared by people and groups in an organization and that control the way

they interact with each other and with stakeholders outside the organization."

Key Points:

1. Strong/weak cultures

Strong culture is said to exist where staff respond to stimulus because of their alignment to

organizational values. In such environments, strong cultures help firms operate like well-

oiled machines, cruising along with outstanding execution and perhaps minor tweaking of

existing procedures here and there.

Conversely, there is weak culture where there is little alignment with organizational values

and control must be exercised through extensive procedures and bureaucracy.

Where culture is strongpeople do things because they believe it is the right thing to dothere is

a risk of another phenomenon, Groupthink. "Groupthink" was described by Irving L. Janis.

He defined it as "...a quick and easy way to refer to a mode of thinking that people engage

when they are deeply involved in a cohesive ingroup, when members' strivings for unanimity

override their motivation to realistically appraise alternatives of action." This is a state where

people, even if they have different ideas, do not challenge organizational thinking, and

therefore there is a reduced capacity for innovative thoughts. This could occur, for example,

where there is heavy reliance on a central charismatic figure in the organization, or where

there is an evangelical belief in the organizations values, or also in groups where a friendly

climate is at the base of their identity (avoidance of conflict). In fact group think is very

common, it happens all the time, in almost every group.

Members that are defiant are often turned down or seen as a negative influence by the rest of

the group, because they bring conflict. Innovative organizations need individuals who are

prepared to challenge the status quobe it groupthink or bureaucracy, and also need procedures

to implement new ideas effectively.

2. Edgar Schein Concept

Edgar Schein, an MIT Sloan School of Management professor, defines organizational culture

as: "A pattern of shared basic assumptions that the group learned as it solved its problems of
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external adaptation and internal integration, that has worked well enough to be considered

valid and, therefore, to be taught to new members as the correct way you perceive, think, and

feel in relation to those problems".

According to Schein, culture is the most difficult organizational attribute to change,

outlasting organizational products, services, founders and leadership and all other physical

attributes of the organization. His organizational model illuminates culture from the

standpoint of the observer, described by three cognitive levels of organizational culture.

At the first and most cursory level of Schein's model is organizational attributes that can be

seen, felt and heard by the uninitiated observer. Included are the facilities, offices,

furnishings, visible awards and recognition, the way that its members dress, and how each

person visibly interacts with each other and with organizational outsiders.

The next level deals with the professed culture of an organization's members. At this level,

company slogans, mission statements and other operational creeds are often expressed, and

local and personal values are widely expressed within the organization. Organizational

behavior at this level usually can be studied by interviewing the organization's membership

and using questionnaires to gather attitudes about organizational membership.

At the third and deepest level, the organization's tacit assumptions are found. These are the

elements of culture that are unseen and not cognitively identified in everyday interactions

between organizational members. Additionally, these are the elements of culture which are

often taboo to discuss inside the organization. Many of these 'unspoken rules' exist without

the conscious knowledge of the membership.

Those with sufficient experience to understand this deepest level of organizational culture

usually become acclimatized to its attributes over time, thus reinforcing the invisibility of

their existence. Surveys and casual interviews with organizational members cannot draw out

these attributes--rather much more in-depth means is required to first identify then understand

organizational culture at this level. Notably, culture at this level is the underlying and driving

element often missed by organizational behaviorists.

Using Schein's model, understanding paradoxical organizational behaviors becomes more

apparent. For instance, an organization can profess highly aesthetic and moral standards at
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the second level of Schein's model while simultaneously displaying curiously opposing

behavior at the third and deepest level of culture. Superficially, organizational rewards can

imply one organizational norm but at the deepest level imply something completely different.

This insight offers an understanding of the difficulty that organizational newcomers have in

assimilating organizational culture and why it takes time to become acclimatized. It also

explains why organizational change agents usually fail to achieve their goals: underlying tacit

cultural norms are generally not understood before would-be change agents begin their

actions. Merely understanding culture at the deepest level may be insufficient to institute

cultural change because the dynamics of interpersonal relationships (often under threatening

conditions) are added to the dynamics of organizational culture while attempts are made to

institute desired change.

In Section 2 of this course you will cover these topics:
The Context Of Intervening And Change

Formal And Psychological Contracts

Gender, Disabilities, Racioethnicity, And The Psychological Contract

Topic : The Context Of Intervening And Change

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Components of Emotion Appeals

 Processing Models

 Emotion and Attitude Change

 Cognitive Routes

 Message Characteristics

 Source Characteristics

 Target Characteristics

 Attitude change

 Stages of Psychosocial Development
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Definition/Overview:

Erikson's stages of psychosocial development: explain eight stages through which a

healthily developing human should pass from infancy to late adulthood. In each stage the

person confronts, and hopefully masters, new challenges. Each stage builds on the successful

completion of earlier stages. The challenges of stages not successfully completed may be

expected to reappear as problems in the future.

Key Points:

1. Stages of Psychosocial Development

Erikson's stages of psychosocial development as articulated by Erik Erikson explain eight

stages through which a healthily developing human should pass from infancy to late

adulthood. In each stage the person confronts, and hopefully masters, new challenges. Each

stage builds on the successful completion of earlier stages. The challenges of stages not

successfully completed may be expected to reappear as problems in the future.

2. Attitude change

Attitudes can be changed through persuasion. The celebrated work of Carl Hovland, at Yale

Universityin the 1950s and 1960s, helped to advance knowledge of persuasion. In Hovland's

view, we should understand attitude change as a response to communication. He and his

colleagues did experimental research into the factors that can affect the persuasiveness of a

message:

3. Target Characteristics

 These are characteristics that refer to the person who receives and processes a message. One

such trait is intelligence - it seems that more intelligent people are less easily persuaded by

one-sided messages. Another variable that has been studied in this category is self-esteem.

 Although it is sometimes thought that those higher in self-esteem are less easily persuaded,

there is some evidence that the relationship between self-esteem and persuasibility is actually

curvilinear, with people of moderate self-esteem being more easily persuaded than both those

of high and low self-esteem levels. The mind frame and mood of the target also plays a role

in this process.
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4. Source Characteristics

The major source characteristics are expertise, trustworthiness and interpersonal attraction or

attractiveness.

The credibility of a perceived message has been found to be a key variable here if one reads a

report about health and believes it came from a professional medical journal, one may be

more easily persuaded than if one believes it is from a popular newspaper.

Some psychologists have debated whether this is a long-lasting effect and Hovland and Weiss

(1951) found the effect of telling people that a message came from a credible source

disappeared after several weeks (the so-called "sleeper effect").

Whether there is a sleeper effect is controversial. Received wisdom is that if people are

informed of the source of a message before hearing it, there is less likelihood of a sleeper

effect than if they are told a message and then told its source.

5. Message Characteristics

The nature of the message plays a role in persuasion. Sometimes presenting both sides of a

story is useful to help change attitudes.

6. Cognitive Routes

A message can appeal to an individual's cognitive evaluation to help change an attitude. In

the central route to persuasion the individual is presented with the data and motivated to

evaluate the data and arrive at an attitude changing conclusion. In the peripheral route to

attitude change, the individual is encouraged to not look at the content but at the source.

This is commonly seen in modern advertisements that feature celebrities. In some cases,

physician, doctors or experts are used. In other cases film stars are used for their

attractiveness.

7. Emotion and Attitude Change

Emotion is a common component in persuasion, social influence, and attitude change. Much

of attitude research emphasized the importance of affective or emotion components.
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Emotion works hand-in-hand with the cognitive process, or the way we think, about an issue

or situation. Emotional appeals are commonly found in advertising, health campaigns and

political messages. Recent examples include no-smoking health campaigns and political

campaign advertising emphasizing the fear of terrorism.

Taking into consideration current attitude research, Breckler and Wiggins (1992) define

attitudes as mental and neural representations, organized through experience, exerting a

directive or dynamic influence on behavior.

Attitudes and attitude objects are functions of cognitive, affective and conativecomponents.

Attitudes are part of the brains associative networks, the spider-like structures residing in

long term memory that consist of affective and cognitive nodes linked through associative

pathways. These nodes contain affective, cognitive, and behavioral components.

Anderson (1983) suggests that the inter-structural composition of an associative network can

be altered by the activation of a single node. Thus, by activating an affective or emotion

node, attitude change may be possible, though affective and cognitive components tend to be

intertwined.

In primarily affective networks, it is more difficult to produce cognitive counterarguments in

the resistance to persuasion and attitude change.

Affective forecasting, otherwise known as intuition or the prediction of emotion, also impacts

attitude change. Research suggests that predicting emotions is an important component of

decision making, in addition to the cognitive processes. How we feel about an outcome may

override purely cognitive rationales.

In terms of research methodology, the challenge for researchers is measuring emotion and

subsequent impacts on attitude.

Since we cannot see into the brain, various models and measurement tools have been

constructed to obtain emotion and attitude information.

Measures may include the use of physiological cues like facial expressions, vocal changes,

and other body rate measures. For instance, fear is associated with raised eyebrows, increased
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heart rate and increase body tension. Other methods include concept or network mapping,

and using primes or word cues.

8. Processing Models

 Some research on emotion and attitude change focuses on the way people process messages.

 Many dual process models are used to explain the affective (emotion) and cognitive

processing and interpretations of messages.

 These include the elaboration likelihood model, the heuristic-systematic model, and the

extended parallel process model.

 In the Elaboration Likelihood Model, or ELM, cognitive processing is the central route and

affective/emotion processing is often associated with the peripheral route.

 The central route pertains to an elaborate cognitive processing of information while the

peripheral route relies on cues or feelings.

 The ELM suggests that true attitude change only happens through the central processing

route that incorporates both cognitive and affective components as opposed to the more

heuristics-based peripheral route.

 This suggests that motivation through emotion alone will not result in an attitude change.

 In the Heuristic-Systematic Model, or HSM, information is either processed in a high-

involvement and high-effort systematic way, or information is processed through shortcuts

known as heuristics.

 Emotions, feelings and gut-feeling reactions are often used as shortcuts.

 The Extended Parallel Process Model, or EPPM, includes both thinking and feeling in

conjunction with threat and fear appeals. EPPM suggests that persuasive fear appeals work

best when people have high involvement and high efficacy.

 In other words, fear appeals are most effective when an individual cares about the issue or

situation, and that individual possesses and perceives that they possess the agency to deal

with that issue or situation.

9. Components of Emotion Appeals

Any discrete emotion can be used in a persuasive appeal; this may include jealousy, disgust,

indignation, fear, and anger.
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Fear is one of the most studied emotional appeals in communication and social influence

research. Dillard (1994) suggests that fear appeals have been thought of as messages that

attempt to achieve opinion change by establishing the negative consequences of failing to

agree with the advocated position.

The EPPM looks at the effectiveness of using fear and threat to change attitudes.

Important consequences of fear appeals and other emotion appeals include the possibility of

reactance which may lead to either message rejections or source rejection and the absence of

attitude change. As the EPPM suggests, there is an optimal emotion level in motivating

attitude change. If there is not enough motivation, an attitude will not change; if the

emotional appeal is overdone, the motivation can be paralyzed thereby preventing attitude

change.

Emotions perceived as negative or containing threat are often studied more than perceived

positive emotions like humor.

Though the inner-workings of humor are not agreed upon, humor appeals may work by

creating incongruities in the mind (Maase, Fink & Kaplowitz, 1984).

Recent research has looked at the impact of humor on the processing of political messages

(Nabi, Moyer-Guse, & Byrne, 2007). While evidence is inconclusive, there appears to be

potential for targeted attitude change is receivers with low political message involvement.

Important factors that influence the impact of emotion appeals include self efficacy, attitude

accessibility, issue involvement, and message/source features.

Self efficacy is a perception of ones own human agency; in other words, it is the perception

of our own ability to deal with a situation. It is an important variable in emotion appeal

messages because it dictates a persons ability to deal with both the emotion and the situation.

For example, if a person is not self-efficacious about their ability to impact the global

environment, they are not likely to change their attitude or behavior about global warming.

Dillard (1994) suggests that message features such as source non-verbal communication,

message content, and receiver differences can impact the emotion impact of fear appeals. The

characteristics of a message are important because one message can elicit different levels of
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emotion for different people. Thus, in terms of emotion appeals messages, one size does not

fit all.

Attitude accessibility refers to the activation of an attitude from memory in other words, how

readily available is an attitude about an object, issue, or situation. Issue involvement is the

relevance and salience of an issue or situation to an individual.

Issue involvement has been correlated with both attitude access and attitude strength. Past

studies conclude accessible attitudes are more resistant to change.

Topic : Formal And Psychological Contracts

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 The Behavior Analysis

 Psychological aspects of Openness

Definition/Overview:

A psychological contract: represents the mutual beliefs, perceptions, and informal

obligations between a consultees and the client system. It sets the dynamics for the

relationship and defines the detailed practicality of the work to be done. It is distinguishable

from the formal written contract of employment which, for the most part, only identifies

mutual duties and responsibilities in a generalized form.

Openness: is a philosophy that is being used as the basis of how various groups and

organizations operate. It is a relatively new term to describe this general way of doing things.

Key Points:

1. The Behavior Analysis

The field of behavior analysis grew out of the scientific study of principles of learning and

behavior. It has two main branches: experimental and applied behavior analysis. The
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experimental analysis of behavior (EAB) is the basic science of this field and has over many

decades accumulated a substantial and well-respected research literature.

This literature provides the scientific foundation for applied behavior analysis (ABA), which

is both an applied science that develops methods of changing behavior and a profession that

provides services to meet diverse behavioral needs. Briefly, professionals in applied behavior

analysis engage in the specific and comprehensive use of principles of learning, including

operant and respondent learning, in order to address behavioral needs of widely varying

individuals in diverse settings.

Examples of these applications include: building the skills and achievements of children in

school settings; enhancing the development, abilities, and choices of children and adults with

different kinds of disabilities; and augmenting the performance and satisfaction of employees

in organizations and businesses"

As the above suggests, behavior analysis is based on the principles of operant and respondent

conditioning.

This places behavior analysis as one of the dominant models of behavior modification,

behavior management, behavioral engineering, and behavior therapy because behavior

analysis is an active, environmental based approach, behavior analytic procedures are

considered highly restrictive (see Least Restrictive Environment). For example, this service

may make access to preferred items contingent on performance. This has led to abuses in the

past, in particular where punishment programs have been involved.

In addition, failure to be an independent profession often leads behavior analysts and other

behavior modifiers to have their ethical codes supplanted by those of other professions. For

example, a behavior analyst working in the hospital setting might design a token economy, a

form of contingency management. He may desire to meet his ethical obligation to make the

program habilitativeand in the clients best long term interest.

The physicians and nurses in the hospital who supervise him may decide that the token

economy should instead create order in the nursing routines so clients get their medication

quickly and efficiently.
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Instead of the ethical code of the Behavior Analysis Certification board and the Association

for Behavior Analysis International's position that those receiving treatment have a right to

effective treatment and a right to effective education.

In addition, failure on the part of a behavior analyst to adequately supervise his work could

lead to abuse.

Finally, misrepresentations of the field and historical problems between academics has led to

frequent calls to professionalize behavior analysis

The Behavior Analysis Certification Board offers a technical certificate in behavior analysis.

This certification states the level of training and requires an exam to show a minimum level

of competence (human resources) to call oneself a behavior analyst. Certification came about

because of many ethical issues with behavioral interventions being delivered including the

use of aversive and humiliating treatments in the name of behavior modification. Some have

referred to this as a "national license" in behavior analysis- which clearly represents

misinformation about the licensing process and a basic knowledge of U.S. civics, in which

licensure is the prerogative of the state governments not the federal governments for matters

of commerce in the state.

Recently, a move has occurred to license behavior analysts. The goal of licensing is to protect

the public from those who claim to be behavior analysts but really lack training and

experience. The lack to training and experience could lead to an overreliance on punishment

procedures or aversive. To do so, the model licensing act states that a person is a behavior

analyst by training and experience. The person seeking licensure must have mastered

behavior analysis by achieving a masters degree in behavior analysis or related subject

matter.

Like all other master level licensed professions (see counseling) the model act sets the

standard not just for a masters degree but twice this level of achievement (60 graduate master

level credits instead of 30). This requirement states that the person certainly has achieved

book knowledge of behavior analysis, which can be then tested through the exam offered by

the Behavior Analysis Certification board to determine how much is retained. However, it

does not stop there. It calls for an internship in which a behavior analysts works under
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another master or Ph.D. level behavior analyst for a period of one year (750 hours) with at

least two hours/week of supervision.

Finally, those 750 are considered tutelage time. After that the behavior analyst must engage

in supervised practice under a behavior analyst for a period of another 2 years (2,000 hours).

Once this process is complete the person applies to a state board, which ensures that he or she

has indeed met the above conditions.

If yes, the person is granted a license by the state. If no, the application is rejected. Once the

person is licensed, public protection is still monitored by the licensing board, which makes

sure that the person receives sufficient ongoing education and licensing board investigates

ethical complaints.

Thus, a licensed behavior analyst would have equal training, knowledge, skills, and abilities

in his discipline as a mental health counselor or marriage and family therapist would have in

his/her discipline.

In February of 2008, Indiana, Arizona, Massachusetts, Vermont and Oklahoma and other

states currently have legislation pending to create state boards for behavior analysts.

2. Psychological aspects of Openness

Openness to experience correlates with creativity, as measured by tests of divergent thinking.

Openness is also associated with crystallized intelligence, but not fluid intelligence. These

mental abilities may come more easily when people are dispositional curious and open to

learning. However, openness is only weakly related to general intelligence.

Openness to experience is related to need for cognition, a motivational tendency to think

about ideas, scrutinize information, and enjoy solving puzzles. There are social and political

implications to this personality trait. People who are highly open to experience tend to be

politically liberal and tolerant of diversity. As a consequence, they are generally more open to

different cultures and lifestyles. They are lower in ethnocentrism and right-wing

authoritarianism
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Topic : Gender, Disabilities, Racioethnicity, And The Psychological Contract

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Feminism

 The Term Caucasian (Or Caucasoid)

Definition/Overview:

Feminism: is the belief that women should have equal political, social, sexual, intellectual

and economic rights to men. It involves various movements, theories, and philosophies, all

concerned with issues of gender difference, that advocate equality for women and that

campaign for women's rights and interests.

The Term Caucasian (Or Caucasoid): race has been used to denote the general physical

type of some or all of the indigenous populations of Europe, North Africa, the Horn of

Africa, West Asia, Central Asia and South Asia

Key Points:

1. Scientific discourse

Some feminists are critical of traditional scientific discourse, arguing that the field has

historically been biased towards a masculine perspective. Evelyn Fox Keller argues that the

rhetoric of science reflects a masculine perspective, and she questions the idea of scientific

objectivity. Primatologist Sarah Blaffer Hrdy notes the prevalence of masculine-coined

stereotypes and theories, such as the non-sexual female, despite "the accumulation of

abundant openly available evidence contradicting it. Some natural and social scientists have

examined feminist ideas using scientific methods.

2. Biology of gender

Modern feminist science is based on the view that many differences between the sexes are

based on socially constructed gender identities rather than on biological sex differences. For

example, Anne Fausto-Sterling's book Myths of Gender explores the assumptions embodied
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in scientific research that purports to support a biologically essentialist view of gender. Her

second book, sexing the Body discussed the alleged possibility of more than two true

biological sexes.

This possibility only exists in yet-unknown extra-terrestrial biospheres, as no ratios of true

gametes to polar cells other than 4:0 and 1:3 (male and female, respectively) are produced on

Earth. However, in The Female Brain, Louann Brizendine argues that brain differences

between the sexes are a biological reality with significant implications for sex-specific

functional differences. Steven Rhoads' book Taking Sex Differences Seriously illustrates sex-

dependent differences across a wide scope.

Carol Tavris, in The Mismeasure of Woman, uses psychology and sociology to critique

theories that use biological reductionism to explain differences between men and women. She

argues rather than using evidence of innate gender difference there is an over-changing

hypothesis to justify inequality and perpetuate stereotypes.

3. Evolutionary biology

Sarah Kemberdrawing from numerous areas such as evolutionary biology, sociobiology,

artificial intelligence, and cybernetics in development with a new evolutionism discusses the

biologization of technology. She notes how feminists and sociologists have become suspect

of evolutionary psychology, particularly inasmuch as sociobiology is subjected to complexity

in order to strengthen sexual difference as immutable through pre-existing cultural value

judgments about human nature and natural selection.

Where feminist theory is criticized for its "false beliefs about human nature," Kemberthen

argues in conclusion that "feminism is in the interesting position of needing to do more

biology and evolutionary theory in order not to simply oppose their renewed hegemony, but

in order to understand the conditions that make this possible, and to have a say in the

construction of new ideas and artifacts.

In Section 3 of this course you will cover these topics:
Ethical Dimensions

Ethical Decision-Making In Consultation

Mental Health Consultation
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Topic : Ethical Dimensions

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Professional Development

 Ethics

Definition/Overview:

This topic gives a general overview of the concept of professional development and the ethics

involved in the professional development.

Professional development: refers to skills and knowledge attained for both personal

development and career advancement.

Key Points:

1. Professional Development

Professional development encompasses all types of facilitated learning opportunities, ranging

from college degrees to formal coursework, conferences and informal learning opportunities

situated in practice. It has been described as intensive and collaborative, ideally incorporating

an evaluative stage. There are a variety of approaches to professional development, including

consultation, coaching, and communities of practice, lesson study, mentoring, reflective

supervision and technical assistance.

Psychological consultation in its most basic form is a problem solving process. It differs from

psychotherapy because it is not a one-on-one process with a single client. The problem

usually involves a family, a group, a student, an organization or an issue. Psychological

consultation involves the process of identifying the problem(s) and applying psychological

principals to help solve the problem.

Counseling psychologists adhere to the standards and ethics established by the American

Psychological Association and the American Counseling Association. Counseling

psychologists or counselors who work in K-12 school settings also need to follow the ethic
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standard established by the American School Counselor Association. In Australiathere are

several associations offering standards and ethics for counseling. Each professional or trade

association has its preferred qualification and practitioner standards, and also suggesting

other requirements.

2. Ethics

The goal of social psychology is to understand cognition and behavior as they naturally occur

in a social context, but the very act of observing people can influence and alter their behavior.

For this reason, many social psychology experiments utilize deception to conceal or distort

certain aspects of the study. Deception may include false cover stories, false participants

(known as confederates or stooges), and false feedback given to the participants, and so on.

The practice of deception has been challenged by some psychologists who maintain that

deception under any circumstances is unethical, and that other research strategies (e.g. role-

playing) should be used instead. Unfortunately, research has shown that role-playing studies

do not produce the same results as deception studies and this has cast doubt on their validity.

In addition to deception, experimenters have at times put people into potentially

uncomfortable or embarrassing situations (e.g. the Milgram experiment, Stanford prison

experiment), and this has also been criticized for ethical reasons.

To protect the rights and well-being of research participants, and at the same time discover

meaningful results and insights into human behavior, virtually all social psychology research

must pass an ethical review process. At most colleges and universities, this is conducted by

an ethics committee or Institutional Review Board. This group examines the proposed

research to make sure that no harm is done to the participants, and that the benefits of the

study outweigh any possible risks or discomforts to people taking part in the study.

Furthermore, a process of informed consent is often used to make sure that volunteers know

what will happen in the experiment and understand that they are allowed to quit the

experiment at any time. A debriefing is typically done at the conclusion of the experiment in

order to reveal any deceptions used and generally make sure that the participants are

unharmed by the procedures. Today, most research in social psychology involves no more

risk of harm than can be expected from routine psychological testing or normal daily

activities.
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Topic : Ethical Decision-Making In Consultation

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Medical sociology

 Values in medical ethics

 Autonomy

 Beneficence

 Non-Maleficence

 Double effect

 Informed consent

 Confidentiality

 Criticisms of orthodox medical ethics

 Importance of communication

 Ethics committees

Definition/Overview:

A core competency: can take various forms, including technical/subject matter know how, a

reliable process, and/or close relationships with customers and suppliers. It may also include

product development or culture, such as employee dedication.

Key Points:

1. Medical sociology

At the centre of Medical sociology is the sociological study of the social institution of

medicine, its knowledge, practice and effects. Medical sociologists investigate the social

organization and production of health and illness, includes relevant aspects of the sociology

of the professions and science and technology studies that relate to medicine and health care.

They are also interested in lay experiences of health and illness, and some medical

sociologists work at the boundaries of public health, demography and social gerontology to

explore phenomena at the intersection of the social and clinical sciences.
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Early work in medical sociology was conducted by Lawrence J Henderson whose theoretical

interests in the work of Vilifredo Pareto inspired TalcottParsons interests ins social systems

theory. Parsons is one of the founding fathers of medical sociology, and applied social role

theory to interactional relations between sick people and others. Key contributors to medical

sociology since the 1950s include Howard Becker, Mike Bury, Peter Conrad, Jack Douglas,

David Silverman, Phil Strong, Bernice Pescosolido, Jospeh W Schnieder, Anne Rogers,

Anselm Strauss, Renee Fox, Joseph W. Schneider, and Thomas Szasz.

The field of medical sociology is usually taught as part of a wider sociology, clinical

psychology or health studies degree course, or on dedicated Master's degree courses where it

is sometimes combined with the study of medical ethics/bioethics.

2. Values in medical ethics

Six of the values that commonly apply to medical ethics discussions are:

 Autonomy - the patient has the right to refuse or choose their treatment. (Voluntas aegroti

suprema lex.)

 Beneficence - a practitioner should act in the best interest of the patient. (Salus aegroti

suprema lex.)

 Non-maleficence - "first, do no harm" (primum non nocere).

 Justice - concerns the distribution of scarce health resources, and the decision of who gets

what treatment (fairness and equality).

 Dignity - the patient (and the person treating the patient) have the right to dignity.

 Truthfulness and honesty - the concept of informed consent has increased in importance since

the historical events of the Doctors' Trial of the Nuremberg trials and Tuskegee Syphilis

Study.

Values such as these do not give answers as to how to handle a particular situation, but

provide a useful framework for understanding conflicts. When moral values are in conflict,

the result may be an ethical dilemma or crisis. Writers about medical ethics have suggested

many methods to help resolve conflicts involving medical ethics.

Sometimes, no good solution to a dilemma in medical ethics exists, and occasionally, the

values of the medical community (i.e., the hospital and its staff) conflict with the values of
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the individual patient, family, or larger non-medical community. Conflicts can also arise

between health care providers, or among family members. For example, the principles of

autonomy and beneficence clash when patients refuse life-saving blood transfusion, and

truth-telling was not emphasized to a large extent before the HIV era.

3. Autonomy

The principle of autonomy recognizes the rights of individuals to self determination. This is

rooted in societys respect for individuals ability to make informed decisions about personal

matters. Autonomy has become more important as social values have shifted to define

medical quality in terms of outcomes that are important to the patient rather than medical

professionals.

Autonomy is a general indicator of health. Many diseases are characterized by loss of

autonomy, in various manners. This makes autonomy an indicator for both personal well-

being, and for the well-being of the profession. This has implications for the consideration of

medical ethics: "is the aim of health care to do good, and benefit from it?"; or "is the aim of

health care to do good to others, and have them, and society, benefit from this?". (Ethics - by

definition - tries to find a beneficial balance between the activities of the individual and its

effects on a collective.)

4. Beneficence

The term beneficence refers to actions that promote the wellbeing of others. In the medical

context, this means taking actions that serve the best interests of patients. However,

uncertainty surrounds the precise definition of which practices do in fact help patients.

Controversy arises when physicians disagree with the patient as to what constitutes the

patient's best interests--a situation in which the principles of autonomy and beneficence

conflict. When the patient's interests conflict with the patient's welfare, different societies

settle the conflict in a wide range of manners. Western medicine generally defers to the

wishes of a mentally competent patient to make his own decisions, even in cases where the

medical team believes that he is not acting in his own best interests.
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5. Non-Maleficence

The concept of non-maleficence is embodied by the phrase, "first, do no harm," or the Latin,

primum non nocere. Many consider that should be the main or primary consideration (hence

premium): that it is more important not to harm your patient, than to do them good. In

practice, however, many treatments carry some risk of harm. In some circumstances, e.g. in

desperate situations where the outcome without treatment will be grave, risky treatments that

stand a high chance of harming the patient will be justified, as the risk of not treating is also

very likely to do harm. So the principle of non-maleficence is not absolute, and must be

balanced against the principle of beneficence (doing good).

Some American physicians interpret this principle to exclude the practice of euthanasia,

though not all concur.

In some countries euthanasia is accepted as standard medical practice. Legal regulations

assign this to the medical profession. In such nations, the aim is to alleviate the suffering of

patients from diseases known to be incurable by the methods known in that culture. In that

sense, the "Primum no Nocere" is based on the realization that the inability of the medical

expert to offer help, creates a known great and ongoing suffering in the patient. "Not acting"

in those cases is believed to be more damaging than actively relieving the suffering of the

patient. Evidently the ability to offer help depends on the limitation of what the practitioner

can do.

These limitations are characteristic for each different form of healing, and the legal system of

the specific culture. The aim to "not do harm" is still the same. It gives the medical

practitioner a responsibility to help the patient, in the intentional and active relief of suffering,

in those cases where no cure can be offered.

"Non-maleficence" is defined by its cultural context. Every culture has its on cultural

collective definitions of 'good' and 'evil'. Their definitions depend on the degree to which the

culture sets its cultural values apart from nature. In some cultures the terms "good" and "evil"

are absent: for them these words lack meaning as their experience of nature does not set them

apart from nature. Other cultures place the humans in interaction with nature, some even

place humans in a position of dominance over nature. The religions are the main means of

expression of these considerations.
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6. Double effect

Some interventions undertaken by physicians can create a positive outcome while also

potentially doing harm. The combination of these two circumstances is known as the "double

effect." The most applicable example of this phenomenon is the use of morphine in the dying

patient. Such use of morphine can ease the pain and suffering of the patient, while

simultaneously hastening the demise of the patient through suppression of the respiratory

drive.

7. Informed consent

Informed consent in ethics usually refers to the idea that a person must be fully-informed

about and understand the potential benefits and risks of their choice of treatment. An

uninformed person is at risk of mistakenly making a choice not reflective of his or her values

or wishes. It does not specifically mean the process of obtaining consent, nor the specific

legal requirements, which vary from place to place, for capacity to consent. Patients can elect

to make their own medical decisions, or can delegate decision-making authority to another

party.

If the patient is incapacitated, laws around the world designate different processes for

obtaining informed consent, typically by having a person appointed by the patient or their

next-of-kin make decisions for them. The value of informed consent is closely related to the

values of autonomy and truth telling. A correlate to "informed consent" is the concept of

informed refusal.

8. Confidentiality

Confidentiality is commonly applied to conversations between doctors and patients. This

concept is commonly known as patient-physician privilege. Legal protections prevent

physicians from revealing their discussions with patients, even under oath in court.

Confidentiality is mandated in Americaby HIPAA laws, specifically the Privacy Rule, and

various state laws, some more rigorous than HIPAA. However, numerous exceptions to the

rules have been carved out over the years. For example, many states require physicians to

report gunshot wounds to the police and impaired drivers to the Department of Motor

Vehicles.
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Confidentiality is also challenged in cases involving the diagnosis of a sexually transmitted

disease in a patient who refuses to reveal the diagnosis to a spouse, and in the termination of

a pregnancy in an underage patient, without the knowledge of the patient's parents. Many

states in the U.S.have laws governing parental notification in underage abortion.

9. Criticisms of orthodox medical ethics

It has been argued that mainstream medical ethics is biased by the assumption of a

framework in which individuals are not simply free to contract with one another to provide

whatever medical treatment is demanded, subject to the ability to pay. Because a high

proportion of medical care is typically provided via the welfare state, and because there are

legal restrictions on what treatment may be provided and by whom, an automatic divergence

may exist between the wishes of patients and the preferences of medical practitioners and

other parties.

10. Importance of communication

Many so-called "ethical conflicts" in medical ethics are traceable back to a lack of

communication. Communication breakdowns between patients and their healthcare team,

between family members, or between members of the medical community, can all lead to

disagreements and strong feelings. These breakdowns should be remedied, and many

apparently insurmountable "ethics" problems can be solved with open lines of

communication.

11. Ethics committees

Many times, simple communication is not enough to resolve a conflict, and a hospital ethics

committee must convene to decide a complex matter. These bodies are composed primarily

of health care professionals, but may also include philosophers, lay people, and clergy.

The assignment of philosophers or clergy will reflect the importance attached by the society

to the basic values involved. An example from Swedenwith Torbjrn Tnnsj on a couple of

such committees indicates secular trends gaining influence.
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Topic : Mental Health Consultation

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Mental Illness Psychological Aspect

 Classification

 Services and treatments

 Psychotherapy

 Medication

 Prognosis

 Prevalence

Definition/Overview:

A Mental Disorder or Mental Illness: is a psychological or behavioral pattern that occurs in

an individual and is thought to cause distress or disability that is not expected as part of

normal development or culture

Key Points:

1. Mental Illness Psychological Aspect

A mental disorder or mental illness is a psychological or behavioral pattern that occurs in an

individual and is thought to cause distress or disability that is not expected as part of normal

development or culture. The recognition and understanding of mental disorders has changed

over time and across cultures. Definitions, assessments, and classifications of mental

disorders can vary, but guideline criteria listed in the ICD, DSM and other manuals are

widely accepted by mental health professionals.

Categories of diagnoses in these schemes may include dissociative disorders, mood disorders,

anxiety disorders, psychotic disorders, eating disorders, developmental disorders, personality

disorders, and many other categories. In many cases there is no single accepted or consistent

cause of mental disorders, although they are often explained in terms of a diathesis-stress

model and bio-psychosocial model. Mental disorders have been found to be common, with
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over a third of people in most countries reporting sufficient criteria at some point in their life.

Services for mental disorders may be based in hospitals or in the community.

Mental health professionals diagnose individuals using different methodologies, often relying

on case history and interview. Psychotherapy and psychiatric medication are two major

treatment options, as well as supportive interventions and self-help. Treatment may be

involuntary where legislation allows. Several movements campaign for changes to services

and attitudes.

2. Classification

The definition and classification of mental disorder is a key issue for the mental health and

for users and providers of mental health services. Most international clinical documents use

the term "mental disorder" rather than "mental illness". There is no single definition and the

inclusion criteria are said to vary depending on the social, legal and political context. In

general, however, a mental disorder has been characterized as a clinically significant

behavioral or psychological pattern that occurs in an individual and is usually associated with

distress, disability or increased risk of suffering.

The term "serious mental illness" (SMI) is sometimes used to refer to more severe and long-

lasting disorder. A broad definition can cover mental disorder, mental retardation, personality

disorder and substance dependence. The phrase "mental health problems" may be used to

refer only to milder or more transient issues. There is often a criterion that a condition should

not be expected to occur as part of a person's usual culture or religion. Nevertheless, the term

"mental" is not necessarily used to imply a distinction between mental (dys) functioning and

brain (dys) functioning, or indeed between the brain and the rest of the body.

There are currently two widely established systems that classify mental disorders - Chapter V

of the International Classification of Diseases (ICD-10), produced by the World Health

Organization (WHO), and the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-

IV) produced by the American Psychiatric Association (APA). Both list categories of

disorder and provide standardized criteria for diagnosis. They have deliberately converged

their codes in recent revisions so that the manuals are often broadly comparable, although

significant differences remain. Other classification schemes may be in use more locally, for
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example the Chinese Classification of Mental Disorders. Other manuals may be used by those

of alternative theoretical persuasions, for example the Psychodynamic Diagnostic Manual.

Some approaches to classification do not employ distinct categories based on cut-offs

separating the abnormal from the normal. They are variously referred to as spectrum,

continuum or dimensional systems. There is a significant scientific debate about the relative

merits of a categorical or a non-categorical system. There is also significant controversy

about the role of science and values in classification schemes, and about the professional,

legal and social uses to which they are put.

3. Services and treatments

Treatment and support may be provided in psychiatric hospitals, clinics or any of a diverse

range of community mental health services. Often an individual may engage in different

treatment modalities. A strong sense of being part of an interdependent society in developing

countries makes the community-based treatment model the most effective mode of treatment.

A combination of community-based treatment and the use of typical antipsychotic drugs have

been found to yield the most positive, cost-effective results. Individuals may be treated

against their will in some cases. Services in many countries are increasingly based on a

Recovery model that supports an individual's personal journey to regain a meaningful life.

4. Psychotherapy

A major option for many mental disorders is psychotherapy. There are several main types.

Cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) is widely used and is based on modifying the patterns of

thought and behavior associated with a particular disorder. Psychoanalysis, addressing

underlying psychic conflicts and defenses, has been a dominant school of psychotherapy and

is still in use. Systemic therapy or family therapy is sometimes used, addressing a network of

significant others as well as an individual. Some psychotherapies are based on a humanistic

approach. There are a number of specific therapies used for particular disorders, which may

be offshoots or hybrids of the above types. Mental health professionals often employ an

eclectic or integrative approach. Much may depend on the therapeutic relationship, and there

may be problems with trust, confidentiality and engagement.
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5. Medication

Antidepressants are used for the treatment of clinical depression as well as often for anxiety

and other disorders. There are a number of antidepressants beginning with the tricyclics,

moving through a wide variety of drugs that modify various facets of the brain chemistry

dealing with intercellular communication. Beta-blockers, developed as a heart medication,

are also used as an antidepressant.

Anxiolyticsare used for anxiety disorders and related problems such as insomnia.

Mood stabilizers are used primarily in bipolar disorder. Lithium carbonate (a salt) and

Lamictal(an epileptic drug) are notable for treating both mania and depression. The others,

mainly targeting mania rather than depression, are a wide variety of epilepsy medications and

antipsychotics.

Antipsychotics are used for psychotic disorders, notably for positive symptoms in

schizophrenia. Although there has not been any evidence of the superiority of newer, atypical

antipsychotic drugs, they are being prescribed to individuals throughout the world. The

prescription of relatively cheaper, older typical antipsychotic drugs is also used. Stimulants

are commonly used, notably for ADHD. Despite the different conventional names of the drug

groups, there can be considerable overlap in the kinds of disorders for which they are actually

indicated.

There may also be off-label use of medications. There can be problems with adverse effects

of medication and adherence. Recently, the pharmaceutical industry has come into severe

criticism for hiding negative results from clinical trials from the public and the USFDA and

for promoting medications for unapproved uses by pharmaceutical sales representatives.

Prominent psychiatric researchers have also come under fire recently for failing to disclose

drug company compensation which poses serious potential conflicts of interest with their

research and professional activities.

6. Other

Electroconvulsive therapy (ECT) is sometimes used in severe cases when other interventions

for severe intractable depression have failed. Psychosurgery is considered experimental but is

advocated by certain neurologists in certain rare cases.[28][29]
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Psychoeducationmay be used to provide people with the information to understand and

manage their problems.

Creative therapies are sometimes used, including music therapy, art therapy or drama

therapy. Lifestyle adjustments and supportive measures are often used, including peer

support, self-help groups for mental health and supported housing or supported employment

(including social firms). Some advocate dietary supplements.[30] Many things have been

found to help at least some people. A placebo effect may play a role in any intervention.

7. Prognosis

Prognosis depends on the disorder, the individual and numerous related factors. Some

disorders may be transient, while some may last a lifetime in some cases. Some disorders

may be very limited in their functional effects, while others may involve substantial disability

and support needs. The degree of ability or disability may vary across different life domains.

Continued disability has been linked to institutionalization, discrimination and social

exclusion as well as to the inherent properties of disorders.

Even those disorders often considered the most serious and intractable have varied courses.

Long-term international studies of schizophrenia have found that over a half of individuals

recover in terms of symptoms, and around a fifth to a third in terms of symptoms and

functioning, with some requiring no medication. At the same time, many have serious

difficulties and support needs for many years, although "late" recovery is still possible. The

WHO concluded that the findings joined others in "relieving patients, carers and clinicians of

the chronicity paradigm which dominated thinking throughout much of the 20th century."

Around half of people initially diagnosed with bipolar disorder achieve syndromalrecovery

(no longer meeting criteria for the diagnosis) within six weeks, and nearly all achieve it

within two years, with nearly a half regaining their prior occupational and residential status in

that period.

However, nearly a half go on to experience a new episode of mania or major depression

within the next two years. Functioning has been found to vary, being poor during periods of

major depression or mania but otherwise fair to good, and possibly superior during periods of

hypomania in Bipolar II.
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Despite often being characterized in purely negative terms, some mental states labeled as

disorders can also involve above-average creativity, non-conformity, goal-striving,

meticulousness, or empathy. In addition, the public perception of the level of disability

associated with mental disorders can change.

8. Prevalence

Mental disorders have been found to be relatively common, with more than one in three

people in most countries reporting sufficient criteria for at least one diagnosis at some point

in their life up to the time they were assessed. A new WHO global survey currently underway

indicates that anxiety disorders are the most common in all but 1 country, followed by mood

disorders in all but 2 countries, while substance disorders and impulse-control disorders were

consistently less prevalent. Rates varied by region.

Such statistics are widely believed to be underestimates, due to poor diagnosis (especially in

countries without affordable access to mental health services) and low reporting rates, in part

because of the predominant use of self-report data rather than semi-structured instruments.

Actual lifetime prevalence rates for mental disorders are estimated to be between 65% and

85%.

In Section 4 of this course you will cover these topics:
Behavioral Person-In-Environment Approaches

Process Consultation In Organizations, Institutions, And Agencies

School-Based Consultation And Collaboration

Topic : Behavioral Person-In-Environment Approaches

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Behavior therapy

 History

 Scientific basis
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Definition/Overview:

This topic provides a general overview of the behavioral person in environment approaches.

The topic explains the behavior therapy, its history and the scientific basis of the therapy.

Behavior Therapy: is a form of psychotherapy used to treat depression, anxiety disorders,

phobias, and other forms of psychopathology.

Key Points:

1. Behavior therapy

Behavior therapy is a form of psychotherapy used to treat depression, anxiety disorders,

phobias, and other forms of psychopathology. Its philosophical roots can be found in the

school of behaviorism, which states that psychological matters can be studied scientifically

by observing overt behavior, without discussing internal mental states. Without holding inner

states as causal, Skinner's radical behaviorism accepted internal states as part of a causal

chain of behavior, but continued to hold that the only way to improve the internal state was

through environmental manipulation.

2. History

Possibly the first occurrence of "behavior therapy" was in a 1953 research project by B.F.

Skinner, Ogden Lindsley, and Harry C. Solomon. Other early pioneers in behavior therapy

include Joseph Wolpe and Hans Eysenck. In general, behavior therapy is seen as having three

distinct points of origin: South Africa (Wolpe's group), The United States (Skinner), and the

United Kingdom (Rachmanand Eysenck). Each had its own distinct approach to viewing

behavior problems. Eysenck in particular viewed behavior problems as an interplay between

personality characteristics, environment, and behavior. Skinner's group in the United States

took more of an operant conditioning focus. The operant focus created a functional approach

to assessment and interventions focused on contingency management such as the token

economy and behavioral activation. Skinner's student Ogden Lindsley is credited with

forming a movement called precision teaching, which developed a particular type of graphing

program called the standard celeration chart to monitor the progress of clients. Skinner

became interested in the individualizing of programs for improved learning in those with or

without disabilities and worked with
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Fred S. Keller to develop programmed instruction. Programmed instruction had some clinical

success in aphasia rehabilitation Gerald Patterson used program instruction to develop his

parenting text for children with conduct problems. With age, respondent conditioning appears

to slow but operant conditioning remains relatively stable

While many behavior therapists remain staunchly committed to the basic operant and

respondent paradigm, in the second half of the 20th century, many therapists coupled

behavior therapy with the cognitive therapy of Aaron Beck and Albert Ellis, to form

cognitive behavioral therapy.

In some areas the cognitive component had an additive effect (for example, sex offender

treatment) but in other areas it did not enhance the treatment, which led to the pursuit of

Third Generation Behavior Therapies. Third generation behavior therapy uses basic

principles of operant and respondent psychology but couples them with functional analysis

and a case conceptualization of verbal behavior more inline with view of the behavior

analysts.

3. Scientific basis

Behavior therapy is based upon the principles of classical conditioning developed by Ivan

Pavlov and operant conditioning developed by B.F. Skinner. There has been up to now a

good deal of confusion about how exactly these two conditionings differ and whether the

various techniques of Behavior Therapy have any common scientific base. One answer has

come in the form of an online paper called Reinforcing Behavior Therapy which more and

more psychologists are now studying and appreciating.

Contingency management programs are a direct product of research from operant

conditioning. These programs have been highly successful. Even with adult who suffer from

schizophrenia these programs produce results.

Systematic desensitization and exposure and response prevention both evolved from

respondent conditioning and have also received considerable research.

Social skill training teaches clients skills to access reinforcers and lessen life punishment.

Operant conditioning procedures in meta-analysis had the largest effect size for training

social skills, followed by modeling, coaching, and social cognitive techniques in that order .
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Social skills training has some empirical support particularly for schizophrenia However,

with schizophrenia, behavioral programs have generally lost favour.

Topic : Process Consultation In Organizations, Institutions, And Agencies

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Edgar Schein Concept

 Management Consulting

 Public Consultation

 A Consultant

Definition/Overview:

A Consultant: (from the Latin consultare means "to discuss" from which we also derive

words such as consul and counsel) is a professional who provides advice in a particular area

of expertise such as accountancy, the environment, entertainment, technology, law (tax law,

in particular), human resources, marketing, medicine, finance, economics, public affairs,

communication, engineering, sound system design, graphic design, or waste management.

Management Consulting: refers to both the industry of, and the practice of, helping

organizations improve their performance, primarily through the analysis of existing business

problems and development of plans for improvement.

Public Consultation: or simply consultation is a regulatory process by which the public's

input on matters affecting them is sought.

Key Points:

1. Edgar Schein Concept

Edgar Schein, an MIT Sloan School of Management professor, defines organizational culture

as: "A pattern of shared basic assumptions that the group learned as it solved its problems of

external adaptation and internal integration, that has worked well enough to be considered
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valid and, therefore, to be taught to new members as the correct way you perceive, think, and

feel in relation to those problems".

According to Schein, culture is the most difficult organizational attribute to change,

outlasting organizational products, services, founders and leadership and all other physical

attributes of the organization. His organizational model illuminates culture from the

standpoint of the observer, described by three cognitive levels of organizational culture.

At the first and most cursory level of Schein's model is organizational attributes that can be

seen, felt and heard by the uninitiated observer. Included are the facilities, offices,

furnishings, visible awards and recognition, the way that its members dress, and how each

person visibly interacts with each other and with organizational outsiders.

The next level deals with the professed culture of an organization's members. At this level,

company slogans, mission statements and other operational creeds are often expressed, and

local and personal values are widely expressed within the organization. Organizational

behavior at this level usually can be studied by interviewing the organization's membership

and using questionnaires to gather attitudes about organizational membership.

At the third and deepest level, the organization's tacit assumptions are found. These are the

elements of culture that are unseen and not cognitively identified in everyday interactions

between organizational members. Additionally, these are the elements of culture which are

often taboo to discuss inside the organization. Many of these 'unspoken rules' exist without

the conscious knowledge of the membership.

Those with sufficient experience to understand this deepest level of organizational culture

usually become acclimatized to its attributes over time, thus reinforcing the invisibility of

their existence. Surveys and casual interviews with organizational members cannot draw out

these attributes--rather much more in-depth means is required to first identify then understand

organizational culture at this level. Notably, culture at this level is the underlying and driving

element often missed by organizational behaviorists.

Using Schein's model, understanding paradoxical organizational behaviors becomes more

apparent. For instance, an organization can profess highly aesthetic and moral standards at

the second level of Schein's model while simultaneously displaying curiously opposing
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behavior at the third and deepest level of culture. Superficially, organizational rewards can

imply one organizational norm but at the deepest level imply something completely different.

This insight offers an understanding of the difficulty that organizational newcomers have in

assimilating organizational culture and why it takes time to become acclimatized. It also

explains why organizational change agents usually fail to achieve their goals: underlying tacit

cultural norms are generally not understood before would-be change agents begin their

actions. Merely understanding culture at the deepest level may be insufficient to institute

cultural change because the dynamics of interpersonal relationships (often under threatening

conditions) are added to the dynamics of organizational culture while attempts are made to

institute desired change.

2. History

The collaborative model finds its roots in Grice's cooperative principle and four

Griceanmaxims, theories which prominently established the idea that conversation is a

collaborative process between speaker and listener.

However, until the Clark/Wilkes-Gibbs study, the prevailing theory in explaining how

participants in a conversation speak and understand was the literary model (or autonomous

model or traditional model). This model likened the process of a speaker establishing

reference to an author writing a book to distant readers. In the literary model, the speaker is

the one who retains complete control and responsibility over the course of referent

determination. The listener, in this theory, simply hears and understands the definite

description as if they were reading it and, if successful, figures out the identity of the referent

on their own.

It wasn't until the work of D.R. Olson in 1970 that a psycholinguistic researcher suggested

the possibility that the process of establishing reference had a collaborative element and was

not strictly autonomous. Olson, while still holding to the literary model, suggested that

speakers select the words they do based on context and what they believe the listener will

understand.
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Topic : School-Based Consultation And Collaboration

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Collaborative Model

 Background

 Pre-History

 Clark and Wilkes-Gibbs

Definition/Overview:

Collaborative Model: In psycholinguistics the collaborative model (or conversational

model) is a theory for explaining how speaking and understanding work in conversation,

specifically how people in conversation coordinate to determine definite references

Key Points:

1. Background

The model, initially proposed in 1986 by psycholinguists Herb Clark and Deanna Wilkes-

Gibbs, and supported by an experiment with Tangram figures described below, asserts that

speakers and listeners in a conversation act collaboratively, moment-by-moment in

establishing meaning. In this model it is suggested that the speaker and listener must mutually

accept that the listener has understood (or appeared to understand) the speaker's utterances

before the conversation can progress. This back and forth process of collaborative

understanding progresses through a process of Presentation and Acceptance.

In this ongoing process, X presents a noun phrase to Y in order to establish what it is A is

referring to. To initiate the referential process, the speaker uses one of at least six types of

noun phrases, including the elementary noun phrase, the episodic noun phrase, the

installment noun phrase, the provisional noun phrase, the dummy noun phrase, and the proxy

noun phrase. Once this presentation is made, Y must accept it either through presupposing

acceptance (ieletting X continue uninterrupted) or asserting acceptance (iethrough a continuer

such as "yes", okay", or head knod), and X and Y must mutually recognize that acceptance.
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In this process, presentation and acceptance goes back and forth, and some utterances can

simultaneously be both presentations and acceptances. This model also posits that

conversationalists strive for minimum collaborative effort by making references based more

on permanent properties than temporary properties and by refining perspective on referents

through simplification and narrowing.

2. Pre-History

The collaborative model finds its roots in Grice's cooperative principle and four

Griceanmaxims, theories which prominently established the idea that conversation is a

collaborative process between speaker and listener.

However, until the Clark/Wilkes-Gibbs study, the prevailing theory in explaining how

participants in a conversation speak and understand was the literary model (or autonomous

model or traditional model). This model likened the process of a speaker establishing

reference to an author writing a book to distant readers. In the literary model, the speaker is

the one who retains complete control and responsibility over the course of referent

determination. The listener, in this theory, simply hears and understands the definite

description as if they were reading it and, if successful, figures out the identity of the referent

on their own.

It wasn't until the work of D.R. Olson in 1970 that a psycholinguistic researcher suggested

the possibility that the process of establishing reference had a collaborative element and was

not strictly autonomous. Olson, while still holding to the literary model, suggested that

speakers select the words they do based on context and what they believe the listener will

understand.

3. Clark and Wilkes-Gibbs

The paper produced by this duo in 1986 criticized the literary model and instead presented an

opposing process of reference establishment that they called the collaborative model. The

pair conducted an experiment to support their theory and further determine how the

acceptance process worked.

The experiment consisted of two students, seated at tables separated by an opaque screen. On

the tables in front of each student were a series of Tangramfigures arranged in different
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orders. One student, called the director, was charged with getting the other student, called the

matcher, to accurately match his configuration of figures through conversation alone. This

process was to be repeated 5 additional times by the same students, playing the same roles.

The collaborative model they proposed allowed them to make several predictions about what

would happen. They predicted that it would take the two subjects many more words to

establish reference the first time, as they would need to use nonstandard noun phrases that

required back and forth collaboration to determine which figures were being talked about.

Later references to the same figures, they hypothesized, would take shorter amounts of

words, because they could rely more often on established standard noun phrases to refer and

because at that point definite reference had been mutually established.

The results of the study confirmed many of their beliefs, and outlined some of the processes

of collaborative reference, including establishing the types of noun phrases used in

presentation, and their frequency.

In Section 5 of this course you will cover these topics:
Agency-Based Consultation And Collaborative Cultures

Structuring Workshops/Seminars In Consultation

Topic : Agency-Based Consultation And Collaborative Cultures

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Community

 M. Scott Pecks Concept

 The Meaning Of True Community

Definition/Overview:

Community: is a group of interacting organisms sharing an environment. In human

communities, intent, belief, resources, preferences, needs, risks, and a number of other
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conditions may be present and common, affecting the identity of the participants and their

degree of cohesiveness.

Key Points:

1. M. Scott Pecks Concept

Morgan Scott Peck (22 May 1936 25 September 2005) was an American psychiatrist and

best-selling author. He earned his bachelor's degree from Harvard University in Cambridge,

Massachusetts, did premedical studies at Columbia University in New York City, and

received his medical degree from Case Western Reserve University in Cleveland, Ohio. He

served in the U.S. Army and rose to the rank of lieutenant colonel

2. Pecks Role in Community building

Peck says that community has three essential ingredients:

 Inclusivity

 Commitment

 Consensus

Based on his experience with community building workshops, Peck says that community

building typically goes through four stages:

 Pseudocommunity: This is a stage where the members pretend to have a bon homie with one

another, and cover up their differences, by acting as if the differences do not exist.

Pseudocommunity can never directly lead to community, and it is the job of the person

guiding the community building process to shorten this period as much as possible.

 Chaos: When pseudocommunity fails to work, the members start falling upon each other,

giving vent to their mutual disagreements and differences. This is a period of chaos. It is a

time when the people in the community realize that differences cannot simply be ignored.

Chaos looks counterproductive but it is the first genuine step towards community building.

 Emptiness: After chaos comes emptiness. At this stage, the people learn to empty themselves

of those ego related factors that are preventing their entry into community. Emptiness is a

tough step because it involves the death of a part of the individual. But, Scott Peck argues,

this death paves the way for the birth of a new creature, the Community.
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 True community: Having worked through emptiness, the people in community are in

complete empathy with one another.There is a great level of tacit understanding. People are

able to relate to each other's feelings.

The four stages of community formation are somewhat related to a model in organization

theory for the five stages that a team goes through during development. Forming where the

team members have some initial discomfort with each other but nothing comes out in the

open. They are insecure about their role and position with respect to the team. This

corresponds to the initial stage of pseudocommunity. Storming where the team members start

arguing heatedly and differences and insecurities come out in the open. This corresponds to

the second stage given by Scott Peck, namely chaos. Norming where the team members lay

out rules and guidelines for interaction that help define the roles and responsibilities of each

person. This corresponds to emptiness, where the community members think within and

empty themselves of their obsessions to be able to accept and listen to others.

Performing where the team finally starts working as a cohesive whole, and effectively

achieve the tasks set of themselves. In this stage individuals are aided by the group as a whole

where necessary, in order to move further collectively than they could achieve as a group of

separated individuals.

Transforming corresponds to the stage of true community. This represents the stage of

celebration, and when individuals leave, as they must, there is a genuine feeling of grief, and

a desire to meet again. Traditionally this stage was often called "Mourning. It is in this third

stage that Peck's community-building methods differ in principle from team development.

While teams in business organizations need to develop explicit rules, guidelines and

protocols during the norming stage, the emptiness' stage of community building is

characterized, not by laying down the rules explicitly, but by shedding the resistance within

the minds of the individuals. Peck started the Foundation for Community Encouragement

(FCE) to promote the formation of communities, which, he argues, are a first step towards

uniting humanity and saving us from self destruction.
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3. The Meaning of True Community

Peck describes what he considers to be the most salient characteristics of a true community.

 Inclusivity, commitment and consensus: Members accept and embrace each other,

celebrating their individuality and transcending their differences. They commit themselves to

the effort and the people involved. They make decisions and reconcile their differences

through consensus.

 Realism: Members bring together multiple perspectives to better understand the whole

context of the situation. Decisions are more well-rounded and humble, rather than one-sided

and arrogant.

 Contemplation: Members examine themselves. They are individually and collectively self-

aware of the world outside themselves, the world inside themselves, and the relationship

between the two.

 A safe place: Members allow others to share their vulnerability, heal themselves, and express

who they truly are.

 A laboratory for personal disarmament: Members experientially discover the rules for

peacemaking and embrace its virtues. They feel and express compassion and respect for each

other as fellow human beings.

 A group that can fight gracefully: Members resolve conflicts with wisdom and grace. They

listen and understand, respect each others' gifts, accept each others' limitations, celebrate their

differences, bind each others wounds, and commit to a struggle together rather than against

each other.

 A group of all leaders: Members harness the flow of leadership to make decisions and set a

course of action. It is the spirit of community itself that leads and not any single individual.

 A spirit: The true spirit of community is the spirit of peace, love, wisdom and power.

Members may view the source of this spirit as an outgrowth of the collective self or as the

manifestation of a Higher Will.

Topic : Structuring Workshops/Seminars In Consultation

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:
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 Counseling psychology

 Methodology

Definition/Overview:

Counseling psychology:Counseling psychologists study and use many of the same

interventions and tools as clinical psychologists, including psychotherapy and assessment.

Key Points:

1. Counseling psychology

Traditionally, counseling psychologists help people with what might be considered normal or

moderate psychological problemssuch as the feelings of anxiety or sadness resulting from

major life changes or events. Many counseling psychologists also receive specialized training

in career assessment, group therapy, and relationship counseling, although some counseling

psychologists also work with the more serious problems that clinical psychologists are

primarily trained for, such as dementia or psychosis.

There are fewer counseling psychology graduate programs than those for clinical psychology

and they are more often housed in departments of education rather than psychology. The two

professions can be found working in all the same settings but counseling psychologists are

more frequently employed in university counseling centers compared to hospitals and private

practice for clinical psychologists. There is considerable overlap between the two fields and

distinctions between them continue to fade.

2. Methodology

Counseling psychologists participate in a range of activities including teaching, research,

psychotherapeutic and counseling practice, career development, assessment, supervision, and

consultation. They employ a variety of methods closely tied to theory and research to help

individuals, groups and organizations function optimally as well as to mediate

dysfunction/issues. Interventions may be either brief or long-term; they are often problem-

specific and goal-directed. These activities are guided by a philosophy that values individual

differences and diversity and a focus on prevention, development, and adjustment across the

life-span which includes vocational concerns. Counseling Psychology is a psychological
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specialty facilitates personal and interpersonal functioning across the life span with a focus

on emotional, social, vocational, educational, health-related, developmental, and

organizational concerns.

Through the integration of theory, research, and practice, and with a sensitivity to

multicultural issues, this specialty encompasses a broad range of practices that help people

improve their well-being, alleviate distress and maladjustment, resolve crises, and increase

their ability to live more highly functioning lives. Though closely related to clinical

psychology, counseling psychology differs from that field in a several subtle ways. First,

counseling psychologists typically focus on less severe psychopathology (e.g., depression and

anxiety), while clinical psychologists deal with more seriously disturbed individuals (e.g.,

those with schizophrenia or personality disorders). In the UK, however, there is less

distinction between the types of cases that clinical and counseling psychologists work with.

The difference is emphasized more in how they work with an individual. Second, counseling

psychologists are more likely than clinical psychologists to assume a client-centered or

humanistic theoretical approach. Finally, counseling psychology is unique in its attention

both to normal developmental issues as well as the problems associated with physical,

emotional, and mental disorders. Despite these differences, counseling and clinical

psychology are becoming increasingly indistinguishable, leading some to suggest that these

fields be combined. Populations served by counseling psychologists include persons of all

ages and cultural backgrounds. Examples of those populations would include late adolescents

or adults with career/educational concerns and children or adults facing severe personal

difficulties. Counseling psychologists also consult with organizations seeking to enhance

their effectiveness or the well-being of their members. Counseling psychologists adhere to

the standards and ethics established by the American Psychological Association and the

American Counseling Association.

Counseling psychologists or counselors who work in K-12 school settings also need to follow

the ethic standard established by the American School Counselor Association. In Australia

there are several associations offering standards and ethics for counseling. Each professional

or trade association has its preferred qualification and practitioner standards, and also

suggesting other requirements.
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